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"Three!" is a funny little rhyming book about what it's like to spend a day with a preschooler - from

getting themselves dressed to making a big mess! With beautiful illustrations (complete with

dinosaurs, trains and superheroes) and a catchy story that both parents and kids can enjoy again

and again, this is a must-have for your children's book collection.
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This is a simple board book that is also available in kindle format. The author bases her book on

personal experiences with her own twin boys. I really like the simple language with an emphasis on

sound. (splash, dribble, plop). Readers follow the chaotic day of a three year old, who has difficulty

focusing and is constantly on the move. Parents of preschoolers will find lots to identify with and

laugh about.Young children will enjoy hearing the book read aloud over and over. One word of

caution, the three year old featured in this tale is very demanding and obstinate. Some parents may

be wary of introducing negative behaviors off which their own child is yet unaware. It is a fun book.

Many parents of toddlers and preschoolers will enjoy it.



Three! by Tia PerkinThis colorful children's story about a little boy who is turning three.He wakes his

mother up and then he wants to play. He gets himself dressed and all the clothes come out of the

drawer. He gets his toys out, all of them and then they go to the storeand he continues to be a

messy kid. They try to get him to take a nap but he wants no part of that. The parents are exhausted

and he might go to sleep at the end of the day...

Ready, set, GO! This book is bound to make you laugh right out loud, no matter what your age or

where you are! I absolutely loved it. This is precisely what goes on in the life of a 3 year old, whether

you want it to happen or not! So just enjoy the story and let your young ones enjoy it too. They'll

love you for it!!

I'm not sure what audience this book is aimed at: parents who have/had three year olds, older

siblings, or someone else?It has some cute illustrations, but I'm not really interested in reading it to

my three year old, not interested in it for my own sake either.

It is driven by the illustrations- which are great! I love how true it is as I watch my three year old do

all these things. Fun sound effects words too! It is fun to read with different voice intonations.

Cute story that uses sound words. Would be great for Kindergarten teachers , teaching authors use

sound words. Also for young listeners who enjoy action in their easy to understand books.

Words to learn that are not often in books for beginning readers. Outlandish drama but fun to read,

no moral teachings to the story, just crazy silliness almost drawing out it's okay to act this way.

The sound words got my 3-year-old granddaughter's attention, and some of situations were easy to

relate to. Somehow the story felt disconnected, though. Boy looked and acted older than 3, which

may have caused some of the disconnect.
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